
Matching Problem => Reduced to Linear Programming 

 Maximize c1x1+ c2x2+…+ cnxn 

 Subject to multiple equations 

 Linear objective function 

o Subjective to: each condition (linear constraints) must be satisfied 

o Ex: total weight (linear constraint) < capacity 

o Or you can use linear approximations 

 

 

60/70’s-“Polynomial”ness defined 

70’s-Started studying worst case analysis 

o Can we solve the logic problem (NP-Completeness) 

o Existing methods take exponential time to converge 

‘79-Katya published old method, modifiable to take polynomial time 

o If written in linear programming format, would only take polynomial time 

o Large debate over how good polynomial time actually is 

‘83-Derived approach for linear programming to become competitive 

o Can be used in practice and has mathematical guarantee 

 

 

Flow-family of problems (graph theory) 

o Related to internet applications 

 Data is the future 

o Internet designed for communication (not content) 

o Ex: Broadcasting, how rapidly you can send out messages 

 Dropped package (if too fast) 

 Slow down sending (to not get packages thrown out) 

o Given graph-edges have capacity/delay 

 How can you schedule to minimize delay (as fast as possible) 

 Harder than clique (mutual Facebook friends) problem 

o Can be solved with linear programming 

 Mathematically obey certain structures 

 



Complexity Landscape 

o P != NP 

 NP-not solvable efficiently, but can check/verify it efficiently 

 We don’t yet know if solutions exist or not 

o Hard to eliminate problem space in certain problems (like in divide and conquer) 

o Heuristics 

 Used to solve NP problems 

 For those who have to solve problem-make solution “good enough” 

o Alternatives 

 Can quantum computing, etc. be used to solve the problem 

o Exploiting 

 Use negative result to build positive results 

 Secret based one-way function 

 Want 1 person to be able to decode the message, but no one else should be able to 

 Encryptor (NP) & Decryptor 

n=p*q  where p and q are large primes 

(a,b) => (ta)bmod(n)=t 

Publish-(a,n) 

Secret-(p,q,b) although b can be left out because you can solve for it 

 

Millionaires Problem 

o Two millionaires meet, want to know who is the richer of the two 

o How can they determine who is richer without telling how much money they have? 

 

 

P 

NP 

Infinite # of complexity classes 

P-Space 

Halting Problem – if given input & program, will it terminate? 

Games (like chess) 


